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The Commandments of R&B Drumming is a historical and in-depth study of R&B drumming, from

soul to funk to hip-hop, written by world-renowned session & live drummer Zoro (Lenny Kravitz,

Bobby Brown, Sean Lennon). Topics include practice tips, developing the funky bass drum and

hi-hat, creating and playing with loops, and what are considered the Ten Commandments of Soul,

Funk, and Hip-Hop (the top ten recordings from each era). This book not only pays homage to the

R&B drummers of the past, but gives the reader a fortune of invaluable information both in history

and playing. This newly revised 10th anniversary edition features updated information and loads of

new photos and album artwork throughout. It includes a play-along CD featuring various styles of

R&B, and also includes an R&B history tree. 160 pages covering every imaginable angle, nook, and

cranny of R&B for only $24.95! The book was voted the #1 educational drum book in the world by

Modern Drummer magazine's Readers Poll and also deemed "a must-have for the soulful

drummer," by Traps Magazine. "Zoro's book is a milestone achievement and the most

comprehensive book on the subject of R&B drumming I have ever seen." -Vinnie Colaiuta "I

consider Zoro's book an essential investment!" -Dennis Chambers
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The book is divided into 3 sections: soul, funk, and hip-hop. I'm almost through the soul section, and

WOW some things that seem so simple can be so difficult! Zoro provides helpful resources such as

listening guides and coordination exercises as well. Great book; i would reccommend it to any



intermediate/advanced drummer

This is a very comprehensive instructional book that includes the historical development of R&B,

funk, hip-hop etc. I would recommend it to anyone that is ready to move from beginning basics to

cool grooves.

Excellent for both students and for old-timers like me.

Great

but comprehensive?incomprehensive is more like itbuy if you are a teacher or smth!very advanced

stufflearning to play it on a computer much easier

Awesome, thanks !!!

If you have an inkling of interest in funk and soul drumming, or just wonder who was that amazing

drummer on that old soul hit, this is the book for you. Zoro's love of this music is infectious and

makes it a joy to read. His transcriptions are dynamite and answer many questions of "How did they

do that" for many great songs. The CD is a great tool to help you practice these grooves and his

lists of recommended music have turned me on to some drummers I wasn't already familiar with.

Once you have this book, the next step is to get the DVD which has him performing all this great

music. ...

Zoro, who is well respected in the drumming community, takes you through the evolution of R&B

music with information about the drummers who laid down the groove, discographies of great

albums, and lists of must-know tunes for the working drummer. The Chapters take you through the

evolution of feels with lots of groove exercises and transcriptions of tunes typical of the feel/style.Not

only does Zoro teach you the grooves, but he presents great exercises for developing

independence, especially to get those happy, stanky feet on the bass and hats. The progression of

the lessons was so straightforward that I actually taught myself to read while studying this book.The

best part is that the Commandments of R&B Drumming is FUN. You will not find a more entertaining

book anywhere on drumming. Zoro loves this music and it shows in his writing. Since I finished it, I

still like to go back and breeze through the exercises just to dig on the grooves.
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